
Your child's lower leg is casted in a comfortable, end-range

position. This allows for re-alignment of muscle fibers and the

surrounding fascia without the pain of an aggressive stretch.

The heel is posted so the cast will provide full contact on the sole of

the foot and promotes weight bearing through the heel and

desensitization, if needed. This allows for improved gait mechanics,

strengthening of the optimal muscle groups during casting, and

avoidance of atrophy.

Casts are changed weekly and measurements are taken to ensure

casting continues to be indicated. Once maximal benefit has been

reached, the child will work with PT on gait and balance re-training

until movement is optimized and age-appropriate.

Autism

Cerebral Palsy

Clubfoot

Diabetes Mellitus

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy

Toe Walking
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PRECAUTIONS

The cast should NOT get wet.

Monitor the leg for cast tolerance, checking for:

Swelling (have your child lay on the floor with feet up on the couch

for 30 minutes to alleviate swelling)

Cold temperature

Skin discoloration

Capillary refill (does the toe turn pink soon after quick, gentle

pressure is applied?)

Check cast using the following schedule after application:

Once every 20 minutes for the first hour

Once an hour for the next 8 hours

Once every 8 hours for the remaining days

Cast shoes will be provided for safety and comfort purposes. The bottom

of the casts will be slippery, especially on hard floors. Please keep either

cast shoes or non-slip socks, even indoors, to decrease the risk of

slipping and falling.
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BATHING

Sponge/wipe baths are preferred while casts are on

If a bathtub is available, have the child sit in the bath with legs outside

the tub. 

Commercial products to go over the cast are also available, if desired.

If used, tuck a hand towel around the top of the cast to absorb any

water that may leak through
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EXERCISING

Once dry, your child may stand, walk, and move like he/she normally

does throughout the day

Walking and/or standing at least 30 minutes/day is encouraged to

maximize benefit of casting

Avoid running, jumping, or any other extreme movements to avoid

breakdown of casts

REMOVAL
Cast material is formulated to be removed at home within 24 hours of

your next appointment for re-application.

Find the tabbed end of the top roll of casting material, and firmly pull

and unroll. Your child will likely have 1-3 rolls of casting material.

If heel lifts were used, please bring them to your next appointment so

they can be used in the next casts.

STOPPING CASTING

Each time your child's cast is removed, your therapist will take

measurements to see how much progress was made.

Terminating casting occurs when:

Your child has met their goal for casting

Your child has stopped making gains over 3 consecutive weeks

Your child is unable to tolerate further casting
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Heel-toe walking requires 10-15 degrees of 

Going up and down the stairs requires 

Our goal is to obtain as close to 20 degrees as possible.

Casting

dorsiflexion to walk efficiently.

20-25 degrees of dorsiflexion to perform 

correctly.
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AFTER CASTING

Your child's feet may look different. Depending on how long he/she has

been walking on their toes, sometimes bones and ligaments grow to

support a toe-walking position instead of a flat-footed position.

Your child may require shoe inserts in order to support flat arches or

outward rotation of the feet.

It may be difficult for him/her to walk. His/her body has adapted in order

to blance up on his/her toes. Now, muscular re-training must occur to

improve his/her balance on flat feet.

Muscular changes can be expected within 6-8 weeks of completion of

casting, but length of treatment is dependent on many factors unique to

the individual patient.

PLEASE LET YOUR THERAPIST KNOW IF YOU HAVE
ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS!
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